Jam Kat Assembly Instructions
Note: Needle‐nosed pliers and a medium‐sized safety‐pin required.
(Right‐hand Jam Kat shown. Mirror for Left‐Hand)
1.

With the left thumb inside the finger‐hole, grasp the ring
portion with the hinge bossing facing down. Hold the spring
between the right thumb and index‐finger tips, with the
spring arms facing away.

2. Place the spring over the mandrel on the inside of the near
bossing. The bottom leg will fit neatly in a recess on the
inside surface of the ring portion. Place the left thumb tip
over the spring leg to hold it in place.

3. Carefully pull the free spring leg around to the bottom of
the ring portion, while holding the other leg in the recess
with the left thumb. The spring will stay in place, ready to
receive the harness.

4. Grasp the harness by the pick arms with the right middle‐
finger and thumb as shown, with the right index‐finger in
the middle. Simultaneously, GENTLY squeeze the arms
together and push in the middle to open the hinge pins
slightly. First insert the far pin, then the spring mandrel,
and finally the near pin. Release pressure.

5. Turn the assembled Jam Kat over so that the free spring leg
is visible, as shown. Next, you need to pull the leg through
the cavity. Using needle nose pliers, bend the last 1/16‐1/8”
of a safety pin to form a hook as shown in the following
photo.

6. Place the hook‐end of the safety‐pin through the bottom of
the cavity and grab the spring leg at the bend (as shown).
You can then rotate the harness towards the spring and pull
the spring leg through the cavity. Once through, the leg will
probably snap into the recess. If not, a slight nudge from
your thumb nail will seat the leg. Congratulations! Go jam!

